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Abstract—An upgrade of the BlueROV architecture is introduced in this work, so that it enables wireless teleoperations using a channel with extremely narrow bandwidth. A cross layer protocol, apart from the TCP/IP stack is proposed. A progressive image compression algorithm, named DEBT (Depth Embedded Block Tree), is integrated within the teleoperation system. Thus, providing visual feedback. UWSim simulator is used as a human-robot interface (HRI) virtual reality extension.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robots are more and more present in underwater activities related with archeology, marine research or maintenance operations in oil and gas industries, since they contribute to reduce the cost and risk associated with these activities. The increasing complexity of these tasks sometimes require the cooperation of several robots. The communication based on umbilical cables condition operational capabilities, specially in cooperative activities with several robots. Therefore, the interest in underwater wireless communications has risen in recent years.

Acoustic communication is the most popular in underwater scenarios. It allows the communication of devices separated several kilometers. But they are affected by multipath effect in the vicinity of solid objects like other robots. Visual light communication (VLC)\cite{2} can be considered as an alternative in situations where acoustic links are not feasible. VLC has a larger bandwidth than acoustic links, but its range is limited to several meters due to the strong attenuation of light in water. Another alternative to acoustic links is based on radiofrequency (RF) modems\cite{1}, which is not affected by the turbidity of water like VLC.

In this work is presented a communication architecture to allow wireless teleoperation with visual feedback in underwater scenarios. The proposed architecture has been optimized for the small bandwidth provided by RF modems. This work has been conducted within the framework of the MERBOTS project, which has been funded by the Spanish Government. MERBOTS is aimed at the development of tools and techniques that permit the cooperation of several robots to accomplish tasks in underwater scenarios. MERBOTS will demonstrate the usage of these tools in the recovery of archeological objects.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The platform used to evaluate the performance of the proposed architecture is shown in Fig.\cite{1}. It is based on a BlueROV (version 1). Wireless communication is based on a pair of RF modems S100 manufactured by Wireless for Subsea (WFS). UWSim\cite{4} has been used as a virtual reality (VR) interface. UWSim has proven to be an excellent tool for the simulation of part of the system in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed architecture in a controlled environment.

The BlueROV is based on a Pixhawk board\cite{3} where the ArduSub software is executed. The communication between operator and ROV uses an umbilical wire. The BlueROV standard architecture is based on the MAVLink protocol. MAVLink messages are encapsulated into datagrams that are sent through the umbilical wire to the ROV. A software application called MAVProxy extracts the MAVLink messages from the UDP datagrams received by the ROV, and sends the MAVLink messages to the Pixhawk via a serial interface. There is a robot operating system (ROS) named MAVROS that permits the publication of MAVLink messages as topics and services of ROS. The MAVROS node also implements MAVProxy functionalities so that permits the control of the ROV. The wireless communication is implemented with a pair of S100 modems from WFS. MAVLink messages are
read from the ArduSub and sent to S100 modems via serial interface for their transmission.

The MAVROS node facilitates the development of a VR interface based on UWSim which permit the ROV control and the visualization of the image feedback and odometry received in ROV’s messages. A specific UWSim module (https://github.com/dcentelles/underwater_simulation) has been also developed in order to test the communication protocol in different transmission scenarios. The model is based on the library network simulator version 3 (NS3) and allows to model the effect of packet loss due to attenuation, packet collisions or discarded packets when the transmission buffer is full. The integration of the simulator in UWSim allows hardware in the loop tests of the ROV and modems separately and also the test of the whole system.

III. ARCHITECTURE FOR UNDERWATER COMMUNICATIONS

The small bandwidth of S100 modems impedes the transmission of MAVLink messages through the RF channel. An ad-hoc communication architecture is therefore required in order to enable wireless teleoperation. It is based on a cross-layer protocol which assumes the functionalities of the link, network and transport layers.

The access to the medium is ensured by means of a token passing strategy. Operator and ROV sides act as master and slave, respectively. The ROV sends a message indicating its odometry only in response to a command message from the operator. The operator sends command messages to the ROV periodically, being the time period between consecutive messages the interpacket gap (IPG). The IPG is large enough so that a complete command from operator to ROV and the answer from the ROV can be successfully transmitted. The point to point communication from operator to ROV and viceversa. A single frame suffices to send the odometry of the ROV, but several frames are required to transmit the visual feedback from ROV to operator. Two specific flags in ROV’s response identify the first and the last frames of any image. The protocol itself ensures the delivery of packages in order, so that the information received in several packets can be gathered together to compose the images.

The structure of messages exchanged between ROV and operator is shown in Fig. 2a where the first byte identifies the start of a new frame. The frame length in bytes is indicated in the second byte. The variable size payload field contains the information transmitted. The 16 bit cyclic redundandy code (CRC) appended at the end of each frame permits to detect any incorrect reception. The payload structure of the messages sent by the ROV are depicted in Fig. 2c. The two initial bits indicate if the message contains the start or the end of an image. The ROV’s odometry is codified in bytes 2 to 13. The image trunk field of the message has variable size, and contains information of the images sent from ROV to operator.

The messages sent from operator to ROV are organized as indicated in Fig. 2b. The command sent to the ROV is codified in bits 4th to 7th of the first byte. The order field contains the information related with the command sent. Its structure is shown in Fig. 3. ROV motion can be controlled indicating its velocity as indicated in Fig. 3a. If the ROV has an autonomous positioning system its movement can also be controlled indicating the desired final position. The payload of this order is the same as in Fig. 3a but the flags byte is not used.

Depth embedded block tree (DEBT) algorithm [5] is integrated into the proposed protocol in order to allow visual feedback. DEBT algorithm permits the selection of a region of interest (ROI) so that image quality is preserved as much as possible in this ROI. The structure of the order sent to configure DEBT algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3b. This message contains information regarding X and Y limits of the ROI, and the level of compression that will be considered by DEBT.

IV. RESULTS

In Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b a time lapse of the packet sending and receiving events during a teleoperation are shown. Fig. 4a shows the results of a HIL (Hardware In The Loop) experiment with the S100 modems sunk in water and robot motion simulated with the ArduPilot simulator. In this figure, the capture and reception events of an image are also
shown. The same teleoperation was replicated in Fig. 4b, but modeling the communications in order to account for transmission errors. An error in any of the packets of an image corrupts its reception. Thus, the correct transmission of images becomes more and more difficult as BER increases. In order to improve image reception, a high level command could be implemented to allow the retransmission of lost packets. Fig. 5 shows the status of the speed controls on the operator and the robot sides during teleoperation. As can be seen, there is only a slight signal lag, caused by the delay, which does not hamper teleoperation in real time.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A protocol specific for underwater RF communications implemented within the framework of the MERBOTS project has been presented in this work. Taking into account the limitations of the channels in underwater scenarios, an ad-hoc cross layer network protocol outside the TCP/IP stack is required.

The results achieved with such a protocol demonstrate the feasibility of wireless teleoperation of an underwater ROV. The proposed protocol is capable of provide the operator with visual feedback of the ROV. But the low image rate recommends the usage of either a VR module or a supervised control based on high level commands. The presented system allows both teleoperation in real time and a supervised control of the robot visualizing the result of the commands before being sent. In addition, it allows visual feedback with a region of interest at a constant rate thanks to the integration of the progressive compression algorithm DEBT.

Further work will be devoted to improve the visual feedback. The ability to retransmit lost packages will increase the number of images correctly transmitted. The incorporation of a tracking system will facilitate the update of the ROI as the ROV moves. And a semantic analysis of the scene aimed at the recognition of shape, size and orientation of objects will reduce the amount of data required to transmit the visual information. All these improvements will contribute to improve the user experience during teleoperation.
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